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It may be a result of living in a pandemic time, but today’s readings might leave 

us feeling a little uncomfortable.  We hear the word leprosy, and we think, ick.  So, 

imagine, 800 years or so before Jesus’ time, how desperate people might have been to 

find a cure – from any source – for what we think of as an ugly disease. 

In Biblical times, skin diseases were a graphic illustration of sin’s destructive 

power – the proof of your sinning was written on your body.  Visible evidence of your 

sinning ways could ruin your life, both physically and economically, aided and abetted by 

a society that suddenly wanted nothing to do with you. 

Today’s readings give us two views on how God and Jesus dealt with scabby skin 

diseases, which is what the word translated as leprosy really meant. 

In Second Kings, notice that Naaman was not marginalized by his leprosy.  No 

one avoided him, and his king was fully supportive of his commander’s desire to seek a 

cure in Israel.  The king even provided a display of wealth and military strength intended 

to impress the Israelite king and the prophet he thought he employed. 

But the king of Israel knew he had no power at all to heal Naaman and he thought 

he was being tricked into causing offense to the king of Aram. 

Fortunately, Elisha knew what was up, and he told Naaman exactly what to do.  

But Naaman was looking for a short-cut cure, and he thought the River Jordan was 

unworthy to heal him anyway.  He’s lucky his servants knew better than to walk away. 

Compare that with the story Mark tells.  There, a person with a scabby skin 

disease came to Jesus, begging him, and he said, “If you choose, you can make me clean.’ 

The next word used by Mark is troublesome, so much so that Matthew and Luke 

both omit it.  Our translation says, ‘Moved with pity, Jesus stretched out his hand and 

touched him.’  Other translations read, ‘Moved by compassion…’  Or, using the stronger 

meaning as Mark wrote it, ‘Jesus became angry…’ or at least indignant. 
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Given those choices, most translators go with pity or compassion, because it’s 

difficult to understand why Jesus would become angry with this man, or with anyone. 

For Mark, anything that threatened the fullness of life as intended by God was 

part of the evil demonic world.  So, we can explain Jesus’ anger in a few different ways. 

The first is demonic influence.  Maybe Jesus is angry because he sees how evil 

seems to dominate the human condition and by how it resists the kingdom of God.  So far 

in his ministry, Jesus has encountered demons everywhere he’s been and we’re still in 

chapter one.  He might be getting tired of seeing them and what they do to people. 

Another possible reason for Jesus’ anger might be injustice.  He might be angry 

with the ritual-purity system that turns people into second-class citizens, marginalized 

and excluded from society.  Jesus came to restore the faith community, to make it whole, 

so maybe he’s angry with how people use fear to separate neighbor from neighbor. 

Jesus, of course, is willing and able to make the man clean.  Notice that a healing 

hasn’t taken place here; the man is made ritually clean, and his next stop is to get the 

priests to verify it. 

For us, hearing the word leprosy might conjure up the scene in the film Ben Hur 

when Charlton Heston finds out his mother and sister have become lepers during his 

extended absence.  They see their affliction as a hopeless, living death, and, as we watch, 

we tend to feel revulsion and pity, and an impulse to back away. 

Good thing it’s just a movie. 

According to the CDC, modern leprosy, also known as Hansen’s disease, ‘was 

once feared as a highly contagious and devastating disease.’  In truth, it doesn’t spread 

easily, and treatment is very effective.  If left untreated, it can and will cause nerve 

damage that can cripple hands and feet, and cause paralysis and blindness.1 

So, it’s not a trivial illness, but it’s also not a death sentence. 

There are many treatable, non-critical skin afflictions that aren’t leprosy.  

Psoriasis, eczema, rosacea – these all qualify.  You have probably seen ads on television 

for medications that either prevent or treat or cure any number of skin diseases, provided 

you survive the possible side effects.  One recent evening, we counted three different 

products advertised as treatments for psoriatic arthritis. 
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Compare this to HIV & AIDS.  From 1981 to its peak in the early 1990s, HIV 

was the number one thing not to get.  It wasn’t necessarily fatal, but the very thought of it 

was frightening.  But every year since 1993 has seen fewer and fewer new cases of HIV, 

and today the disease is better understood and controlled but you never hear about it. 

As a society, we naturally have a fear of communicable diseases.  In the first 

century, treatment for anything was nonexistent.  In colonial America, the common cold 

could kill you.  Thanks to a lot of hard work, we can now control diseases such as mumps 

and measles.  Some others, like smallpox, have been eradicated altogether.  Now we 

worry about Covid-19 and the after-effects it is having on the global community. 

The bottom line is, we can deal with the medical part fairly well, but the social 

stigma, marginalization, and exclusion surrounding certain illnesses persists. 

There is a sense of irony in today’s passage from Mark.  The afflicted man, 

having been made clean by Jesus, ‘went out and began to proclaim it freely,’ loudly, 

earnestly – he couldn’t keep this miracle a secret.  But Jesus himself – who came to 

proclaim good news – ‘could no longer go into a town openly.’ 

It's important to note that the leper came to Jesus and begged him to make him 

clean.  He didn’t ask for healing; he only asked to be made clean so he could rejoin the 

community.  He is convinced that Jesus can do this for him, if he chooses, which he did. 

Compare that with Naaman’s attitude.  He wanted Elisha to ‘call on the name of 

the LORD his God’ and ‘wave his hand over the spot’ and cure him.  In his arrogance, he 

wanted a magic trick.  And Elisha said it doesn’t work that way; you, Naaman, have work 

to do. 

And what he had to do was immerse himself seven times in the puny, muddy 

River Jordan, which, for Naaman, was almost an insult – he thought it would be more 

fitting for him to be cured in one of the more majestic rivers in Damascus.  But he did it.  

And his flesh was restored, and he was clean. 

The very next verse in Second Kings reads, ‘Then he returned to the man of God, 

he and all his company; he came and stood before him and said, “Now I know that there 

is no God in all the earth except in Israel...”’ (2 Kings 5:15a). 

We’ve talked about the River Jordan before and we kind of laugh when we talk 

about how small and muddy it is today.  In thinking about Naaman and how Elisha 
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specifically said to wash in the Jordan seven times, I wondered why, because there is 

always a reason for everything in the Bible. 

Joshua led the Israelites across the Jordan and into the Promised Land.  John the 

Baptist proclaimed a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins at the River 

Jordan, and then baptized Jesus in it.  People make pilgrimages to this river year-round.  

What is it about the Jordan that makes it so important? 

And then it hit me: God works in mysterious ways. 

The Israelites humbled themselves by crossing a muddy little stream.  The people 

who came to John for baptism, even Jesus, humbled themselves before God in a muddy 

little stream.  Naaman humbled himself to be made clean in a muddy little stream.  

People come from around the world to the Jordan River to humble themselves and be 

made clean.  And maybe that’s the point: what better river in which to be made clean than 

this muddy little, humble, stream. 

Scripture tells us that we have work to do.  Scripture says, set aside your 

arrogance.  Scripture says, ask God for help. 

Everybody comes down a peg in today’s readings.  The leper humbled himself by 

begging Jesus to be made clean.  Jesus humbled himself by choosing to do so.  And 

Naaman – he became a complete convert to God.  Regardless of how it happens, God’s 

will is at work in the world. 

It often comes down to simply following directions, which Naaman did, finally.  

And sometimes you just have to tell somebody what Jesus did for you today. 

Amen. 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 
1 https://www.cdc.gov/leprosy/index.html, accessed 11 February 2021. 
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